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Automated Assessment of and Feedback on Concept
Maps During Inquiry Learning
Karel A. Kroeze , Stephanie M. van den Berg, Bernard P. Veldkamp, and Ton de Jong

Abstract—A tool is presented that can automatically assess the
quality of students’ concept maps and provide feedback based on
a reference concept map. It is shown that this tool can effectively
assess the quality of concept maps, and that it can provide
accurate and helpful feedback on a number of specific
shortcomings often evident in students’ concept maps. However,
it was also found that students who had access to feedback often
did not request it, or did not take full advantage of the feedback
given.
Index Terms—Adaptive hypermedia, automated assessment
tools, automated feedback, computer-aided instruction, concept
maps, educational technology, inquiry learning, personalized
learning, virtual labs.

I. INTRODUCTION

C

ONTEMPORARY theories of learning prescribe that students should be actively involved in their own learning
process [1]–[4]. Inquiry learning environments are designed to
help students perform inquiries into science topics independently, which requires students to be actively involved in the
learning process [5]. In following an inquiry cycle, students
engage in various processes that aid the construction of new
knowledge (e.g., see [6]).
Concept maps represent relations between concepts in the
form of propositions. Two concepts connected by a relationship form a proposition, or a unit of meaning. Concept maps
help students to organize and represent knowledge [7] and
have been successfully used as instructional material (e.g.,
[8]–[10]) and for assessment (e.g., [11]–[13]). In addition to
helping students to organize their knowledge, the creation of
concept maps can also help teachers to form a picture of the
mental models students have [14].
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Supporting students in increasing their knowledge at the
start of an inquiry has been linked to better performance in the
later steps of the inquiry process [15], and concept maps have
been shown to be effective in filling this role; see [16].
While concept maps are widely used to scaffold student
inquiries, students also have serious difficulties creating concept maps themselves [17]. In this context, there has been a
substantial amount of research into automated assessment and
feedback on concept maps. Some examples include Betty’s
Brain [18], [19], COMPASS [12], HIMATT [20], Conlon’s
Reasonable Fallible Analyzer (RFA) [21], and work on automated extensions for the concept mapping tools in the SCY
[22] and WISE [23], [24] learning environments.
The tool we present and evaluate in this study builds on previous work by combining assessment and feedback based on
network theory metrics and comparison to a reference map.
The tool has two main functions: 1) give an overall quality
score that can be used as an indicator in a higher level overview—for example, a teacher dashboard or adaptive learner
model; and 2) generate actionable feedback to students on the
process of creating a concept map and guide their attention to
specific deviations from the reference map.
When designing adaptive tools, there is always a tradeoff
between portability, flexibility, and accuracy. Portability is the
ability of a tool to be deployed in varying domains, flexibility
is the amount of freedom it allows students, and accuracy is
the extent to which a tool can mimic expert teachers’ judgments. The guidance provided in WISE [23], [24], for example, is informed by the detailed analysis of common mistakes
made by previous students and the extensive collection of
feedback prompts from experts. A set of carefully crafted rules
provides accurate feedback when it detects specific misconceptions. However, the tool limits students to using a preconfigured set of concepts and propositions, and adapting it to a
different domain would require collecting new data and feedback. COMPASS [12], HIMATT [20], AISLE [25], and RFA
[21] all use a reference map created by an expert as the basis
for assessment. HIMATT provides assessments and feedback
based on the structural and semantic properties of students’
entire concept maps, whereas both COMPASS and RFA also
provide feedback based on individual deviations from the
expert model. By reducing the structural and semantic quality
of concept maps to a set of mathematical equations, these tools
sacrifice some interpretability for increased portability. The
use of a reference map also aims at portability, but assuming
the reference map to be the absolute truth limits the ability of
these tools to accurately assess students’ knowledge.
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In SCY, Weinbrenner et al. [22] instead used a domain
ontology as the input for a reference model for their automated
version of the concept mapping tool. Their tool infers important concepts and propositions from the information enshrined
in the ontology and evaluates the overlap with students’ existing concept maps. The use of an ontology allows students
more freedom in the creation of their concept maps, but the
creation of the ontology is a laborious process involving both
domain experts and computer scientists.
As is the case for WISE, for the automated assessment and
feedback in both COMPASS and HIMATT to work, students
are limited to using only a preconfigured set of concepts and
propositions, as these tools cannot disambiguate synonyms
and spelling mistakes.
Overcoming this limitation is a main feature of RFA, which
was specifically designed to let students argue for why their
concepts and propositions are equivalent to those used in the
reference map. This feature was also implemented for SCY.
The tool we present here is inspired by, builds upon, and
combines what we consider to be the best features of the tools
described above. We use a reference map as the basis of
assessment and feedback to allow teachers to adapt the tool to
different domains. An overall quality score is calculated using
criteria derived from Ifenthaler’s work on HIMATT. Our tool
also identifies and provides feedback for individual deviations
from the reference map. Unlike RFA, which provides a list of
directive feedback, we take an approach similar to COMPASS
and provide feedback prompts that encourage students to
rethink (parts of) their concept map. Students are able to freely
create concepts and propositions, as our tool is designed to
recognize synonyms and spelling mistakes.
In designing the tool we present here, we let students create
their own concepts and relations freely. This allows students
full expression, and gives a rich representation of their mental
models. By providing students with suggestions instead of
directions, we encourage students to create their own concept
maps while considering the expert suggestions given to them.
The use of a single reference map for generating assessments
and feedback, as is predominantly done in this research field
[26], makes the tool easy to adapt to different domains and
easier to deploy in educational practice. A reference map can
easily be generated by teachers. In addition, feedback is
immediate and integrated into the concept mapping tool, minimizing the distance between students’ work and feedback in
both time and space. Feedback is available at the student’s
request, and is then presented by an avatar who suggests possible areas of improvement (see Fig. 1).
The tool is embedded in the Go-Lab ecosystem [27], [28],
an online sharing and learning platform for inquiry learning.
In Go-Lab, teachers, researchers, and developers can create
online inquiry learning environments (inquiry learning spaces,
or ILSs) covering various domains related to science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM). Typically, inquiry learning spaces are built around a virtual or remote laboratory in
which students can experiment. These labs are embedded in
an environment that provides rich multimedia information
(text, video) on the domain and software scaffolds that guide
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Fig. 1. Screenshot of feedback for a superfluous concept.

students in each step of the inquiry cycle: orientation, conceptualization (e.g., concept mapping and hypothesis creation),
investigation (experimentation and observation), conclusion,
and discussion [6]. Software scaffolds (or apps) are small tools
that support a specific inquiry process, such as hypothesis generation or experiment design.
Creating concept maps is typically considered to be part of
the orientation and conceptualization phases of the inquiry
cycle, and therefore usually takes place at the start of an
inquiry. By creating a concept map, students reactivate their
prior knowledge and after receiving feedback, they can also
create a solid basis for the following inquiry process. Experimental work and PISA 2015 results confirm that such a prior
knowledge base is essential for effective inquiry learning [15],
[29], [30].
If an improvement in concept map quality is accompanied
by an improvement in students’ initial mental models of the
domain, we expect to see a corresponding improvement in the
quality of students’ inquiry processes.
To assess the effectiveness of our automated feedback, we
first establish assessment criteria and to what extent automated
assessments correspond with (human) experts’ assessments.
We then investigate whether and how students use feedback,
and finally we assess if the quality of the inquiry process is
affected. This leads to three main research questions.
1) Can the tool accurately assess the overall quality of a
concept map?
2) Can the tool provide effective feedback to individual
shortcomings?
3) Does using the tool improve the quality of students’
inquiry learning?
The first question assesses the validity of automated quality
scores. The tool provides a quality score based on network theoretical metrics as well as comparison to a reference map. For
this score to have value, it should correspond to human assessments of the same concept map.
The next set of questions investigates the accuracy of the
feedback, and students’ interactions with the feedback.
2a) Can the automated tool accurately identify individual
shortcomings?
2b) Can the automated tool provide accurate feedback?
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2c) Can the automated tool provide helpful feedback?
From the students’ perspective:
2a) How often do students request feedback?
2b) Do students respond to the feedback they are given?
If automated feedback improves students’ conceptual
understanding, that should improve the quality of inquiry artifacts at all steps in the inquiry cycle. This leads to the final set
of research questions.
3a) Does automated feedback on concept maps improve the
quality of concept maps?
3b) Does automated feedback on concept maps improve the
quality of hypotheses?
3c) Does automated feedback on concept maps improve the
quality of experimentation?
These questions were addressed in a field experiment. Students were randomly assigned to a learning environment with
automated feedback or to a control condition without automated feedback.
II. METHODOLOGY
A. Participants
Five biology and physics teachers from three schools in the
Twente region of the Netherlands participated. The experiment
was performed in 12 classes (258 students) taught by the participating teachers. All participating students were in the first year
of Dutch secondary schools, aged 12.3 to 13.8 years. The sample included students from the entire spectrum of Dutch educational levels, from the lowest to the highest (in Dutch): kader
(n ¼ 34), VMBO (n ¼ 53), HAVO (n ¼ 128), and VWO
(n ¼ 21). Students’ parents had given prior active consent for
research projects, and students were informed about the use of
their data and given the opportunity to opt out at any point during the study. The research protocol was approved by the
humanities and social sciences ethical review board of the University of Twente (#190073), and is fully GDPR compliant. No
students opted out or objected to the use of their data. Data for
22 students who were not present during the experiments and
four students who were present but whose login credentials
could not be matched with background data were excluded
from analysis. Analysis was performed on the data for the
remaining 236 participating students. Their basic background
information can be seen in Table I.
The experiment was designed and performed with the
Dutch educational system in mind, and all textual and audiovisual materials were Dutch. The textual materials presented
here have all been translated into English by the authors.
B. Learning Environment
The intervention consisted of an online learning environment
that fit within students’ regular curriculum. The intervention
was performed in a single lesson which lasted 45–50 mins,
depending on the school. Two inquiry learning spaces were created in close cooperation with teachers, one for the photosynthesis domain in biology, and one for the heat transfer domain
in physics. The domains used were chosen in cooperation with

TABLE I
BACKGROUND CHARACTERISTICS OF PARTICIPATING STUDENTS,
BY EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION, AND FEEDBACK USE

a

The Dutch educational system uses grades ranging from 1–10, where one is
the lowest and ten the highest. A five-point-five is typically the threshold for a
passing grade, and an eight is considered excellent. Scores over eight are
exceptional and a perfect ten is rarely given.

the teachers, and selected because they fit the curriculum for
students at all educational levels. Reference maps were created
by the teachers involved, and deliberately tailored for a midlevel curriculum. Both spaces were identical in structure, presenting a short inquiry cycle: a basic introduction in text and
video (orientation); information on concept maps and creating
a concept map (conceptualization); creating a hypothesis,
experimenting in a virtual lab about the domain, and writing
down observations (investigation); writing down conclusions
(conclusion); and finally a short questionnaire about students’
experiences with concept maps in general, and the concept
mapping tool developed in the current study in particular. Each
student worked in only one of the learning environments,
depending on the subject taught by the participating teacher.
The learning environment included several scaffolds to support students in each phase of their inquiry process: a modified
version of the concept mapping tool (the subject of this study),
a modified version of the hypothesis scratchpad, and a tool to
write down observations [28], [31]. The photosynthesis learning environment included a virtual laboratory that allowed students to manipulate a light source and ambient temperature,
and measure the amount of oxygen produced [32]. The heat
transfer learning environment included a virtual laboratory
that modeled convection in a closed room, and allowed students to move heater, walls, and windows around to see the
effects on convection patterns [33].
C. Procedure
The experiment was performed in students’ regular classrooms, under the supervision of their class teacher and the first
author. After a brief verbal introduction covering the study
and the use of students’ data, students were instructed to visit
a preset URL. From this URL, they were randomly assigned
to the control or experimental condition (using [34]). Students
were thus randomly assigned within classes. The learning
environments for the control and experimental condition differed only in the availability of feedback. The control condition included the concept mapping tool without feedback,
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whereas the experimental condition included a version of the
concept mapping tool with feedback. In earlier work [35], we
found that roughly half of students who had feedback available chose not to use it. We therefore assigned roughly twothirds of students to the experimental condition, with the
expectation that about half of all students in the experimental
condition would actually use feedback. This theoretically
would leave us with three roughly equal-sized groups: students who could not use feedback, students who could ask for
feedback but did not use it, and students who could ask for
feedback and chose to do so. The roughly equal distribution of
students across these three groups shown in Table I shows that
this approach was successful.
In previous work [35], we found that letting students
explore in a similar learning environment on their own took
too much time, and some instruction on how to use the environment was needed. Students were therefore given an oral
description of the apps, labs, and resources available to them
in the learning environment at the beginning of each phase,
and directed to wait for further instructions after completion
of each phase. However, this structuring was not present in
the learning environment itself, and students were free to
move backward and forward between phases as they pleased.
Students were instructed to work alone. Where possible, seats
and tables were moved to “exam positions,” creating a setup
where students could not see each other’s screens. Both the
teacher and the primary author were present to stop students
cooperating or distracting each other, and to answer processrelated questions.
D. Assessment
Two forms of assessment of concept maps took place: an
overall quality score and criteria for a number of specific
shortcomings. While there is some overlap between the two
forms of assessment, they serve different purposes.
The overall score is calculated to provide a “high-level”
indication of the quality of students’ concept maps. This score
can then be used in teacher dashboards, or as an indicator in
learner models for adaptive learning environments.
Specific criteria are used to generate feedback to be presented to students, with the aim of directly improving specific
aspects of students’ concept maps and the quality of their
inquiry in general.
The following two sections give further details on both
forms of automated assessment.
1) Quality Score: Concept maps are a form of directed
graph, and there is a rich literature on their analysis. It is not
our aim to expand upon that literature, but we will introduce
some of the mathematical terminology used, in the process of
explaining the assessment criteria used.
In our study, concept maps are scored on five criteria
derived from Ifenthaler’s work [36] and commonly used graph
and network theory measures. The first three criteria provide
an overview of the complexity of concept maps without
depending on domain knowledge or semantic content, while
the final two give an estimate of the extent of overlap between
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TABLE II
FEEDBACK PROMPTS

English translations of the Dutch feedback prompts. Words surrounded by
square brackets are placeholders and replaced with relevant content when the
feedback prompt is presented.
a
If chosen, the students’ label is automatically corrected.
b
If chosen, the current label is added as a synonym.
c
Feedback can be given as a follow-up to density feedback with priority two,
or as separate feedback with priority three.
d
If chosen, the next feedback prompt for this criterion is immediately shown.

student and expert concept maps. Crucially, all of these criteria can be automated.
A concept map M is an ordered pair M ¼ ðV; EÞ , where
V is a set of nodes and E a set of edges. Each node vi represents a concept and each edge eij a proposition from node vi
to vj . Each node vi and proposition eij in a concept map has a
label li or lij associated with it. Ms ; Vs ; and Es are used to
denote a student concept map and the sets of concepts and
propositions in it. Mx ; Vx ; and Ex denote the reference map,
concepts, and propositions.
Before we can compare concept maps, we use labels to
match students’ concepts and propositions to those in the reference map. We dealt with alternate labels and common misspellings of the concepts and propositions used in the
reference map by creating an a priori list of synonyms, and by
suggesting corrections to the student when student labels were
similar to known labels or synonyms. The student then had the
option to correct the misspelling, or to add her version as a
synonym (see also the “mislabeled link” prompt in Table II).
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Density of concepts is calculated as the proportion of
concepts in the reference map that are present in the student
map
Dconcepts ¼

jVs \ Vx j
:
jVxj

Density of propositions is the number of propositions in the
student map as a proportion of the total number of propositions that were possible in the student map compared to the
same measure in the reference map
Dpropositions ¼

jEs j jEx j
= 
Es
Ex

where E is the set of all possible propositions in M

E  ¼ eij i 2 N; j 2 N; i  jV j; j  jV j; i 6¼ j :
Matching structure is the length of the longest continuous
chain of propositions in the student map, relative to the same
measure in the reference map. If dði; jÞ is the distance between
nodes vi and vj , then the length of the longest continuous
chain is given as
m ¼ max dði; jÞ:
ij

The matching structure is simply
ms
:
mx
The loose and strict deep structure criteria give an estimate
of the overlap between student and reference maps, including
correct, missing, and superfluous propositions. Specifically,
they are a Tversky index
s sx ¼

jEx \ Es j
jEx \ Es jþajEx  Es jþbjEs  Ex j

where jEs \ Ex j is the number of propositions present in both
the student and reference maps, Es  Ex denotes the relative
complement of Ex in Es , that is, the propositions present in
the reference map that are missing in the student map, and
Ex  Es is the relative complement of Es in Ex . Setting values for a and b allows for assigning more weight to missing
propositions, or conversely, to superfluous propositions. When
a ¼ b ¼ 0:5, as we have done, equal weight is assigned to
both types of imperfections, and the Tversky index is equal to
the Sørensen–Dice coefficient.
The loose and strict variants differ in what propositions
they consider equal. In the strict variant, a proposition eij is
considered equal to proposition ekl if and only if they connect the same nodes, in the same direction, and have the
same label
eij  emn if; and only if i ¼ m; j ¼ n and lij ¼ lmn :

In contrast, the loose variant ignores the label and direction
of a proposition, and simply asserts that two concepts are
related. That is
eij  emn if i ¼ m and j ¼ n; or i ¼ n and j ¼ m:
A score on a 0–1 scale was calculated for each criterion.
Principal component analysis (PCA) showed that much of the
variance in scores on these five criteria could be explained by
a single underlying “quality” component. With the PCA loadings, a single “quality score” was calculated for each concept
map. As an automatically calculated score largely based on
network metrics, this score is by definition a “black box”
score. The extent to which the score corresponds with human
experts’ assessment of concept map quality was evaluated by
comparing the scores to those given by human experts.
2) Specific Shortcomings: Criteria were developed to
assess specific shortcomings: typos, missing concepts, superfluous concepts, mislabeled propositions, reversed propositions, missing propositions, superfluous propositions, and
shortcuts. Most of these are self-explanatory. Missing and
superfluous concepts and propositions are determined by comparing students’ concept maps to the reference map. Typos are
determined by comparing student concepts to similar concepts
(and their synonyms) in the reference map. Shortcuts are
defined as propositions that are missing intermediate concepts.
For example, the proposition “plants have photosynthesis”
should include the concept of leaves: “plants have leaves” and
“photosynthesis takes place in leaves.” Mislabeled and
reversed propositions are determined by comparing labels for
student propositions with those for propositions in the reference
map, and identifying student propositions that contain identical
concepts to those in the reference map, but either have a different label, or reverse the direction of the proposition.
Using these criteria, the automated tool can identify any
number of shortcomings for any concept map. Feedback
prompts were developed to give feedback to students based on
these individual shortcoming criteria and the concept and
proposition density criteria described in the previous section.
Given that several hundred shortcomings could be identified
when the student requests feedback, a feedback selection
mechanism is required so as not to overwhelm the student.
Each prompt provides feedback with a fixed priority, and a
variable weight based on the importance of the affected concepts in the concept map (see Table II). Any time a change is
made to the concept map, all possible feedback is created,
sorted by priority and then weight, and stored for later use.
When the student requests feedback, the relevant prompt with
the highest priority and weight that has not yet been used is
presented to the student. Concept importance can either be set
by the teacher or estimated based on the concept’s centrality
in the reference map.
Each feedback prompt presented to the student presents one
or more response options. These options usually include an
“agree” and a “disagree” option, and sometimes a “more
information” option. Making a significant change to the con-
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TABLE III
CODING CRITERIA FOR CONCEPT MAPS

cept map or clicking one of these options will dismiss the
feedback and suppress further feedback for a set period. Once
feedback has been dismissed, that specific feedback prompt
will never reappear. The orange button in the top right of the
feedback prompt (see Fig. 1) will suppress feedback for 30
seconds, but not dismiss the current feedback (it will remain a
valid feedback option, and may reappear). See Table II for an
overview of the possible feedback prompts for each criterion.
Given that each criterion targets a specific discrepancy
between student and reference concept maps, repeated requests
for feedback would eventually allow students to make perfect
copies of the reference map, regardless of their knowledge of the
domain or ability to make concept maps. To prevent students
from using feedback as a step-by-step tutorial and never actually
reflecting on the concept map created, no further feedback could
be requested for 30 seconds after receiving feedback.
E. Data
a

The Go-Lab ecosystem allows teachers and researchers to
log and store students’ interactions with the learning environment. The resulting log files provide a wealth of information
about students’ learning processes and products. For this
research, we collected students’ interactions with the concept
mapper and their feedback requests and prompts, as well as
the contents of the hypothesis scratchpad and the observation
tool. Students’ age, gender, and current grade in the class
(biology grade for students in the photosynthesis groups, and
physics for students in the heat transfer group) were collected
as possible control and interaction variables.
Students were asked to identify themselves by their student
numbers, a quasi-anonymous means of identification. Some
students used personally identifiable credentials (e.g., names, email addresses), but these were removed soon after gathering
the data. Students’ responses were linked to their background
information based on their student numbers; at no point was
sensitive personal data collected or stored. Data were stored in
compliance with the University of Twente ethical and data
management policies, which are fully compliant with the European Union’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
F. Measures
Several outcome measures were used to answer the research
questions. Many of these measures rely on human coding of
the processes and artifacts created by students and extracted
from the log files. Given the amount of materials to be coded,
coding was done by the authors and other experts. Interrater
reliability between coders, and whenever possible between
humans and the automated tool, was calculated and reported
with either Cohens’ k or where appropriate, a correlation
(Pearson’s r). The scoring procedures used in relation to each
research question are explained below. Two sets of measures
are distinguished, the first relating to the accuracy and quality
of feedback (measures 1–7), and the second to the effect of
feedback on students’ learning process (measures 8–9).
The tool assigns scores and calculates feedback each time a
change is made to the content of a concept map, leading to 13

A list of core concepts present in the reference map was provided; coders
were instructed to interpret all concepts not on this list as incorrect.
A domain-specific list of key misconceptions and core relations present in the
reference map was provided, coders were instructed to interpret all propositions not in the reference map as incorrect.
c
A domain-specific list of core competencies was provided. Coders were
instructed to ignore additional content in student maps that was not present in
the reference map.
d
Where one is the minimum and ten is the maximum score. See also the footnotes for Table I.
b

269 parsed concept map “snapshots” in our dataset. Only those
snapshots taken at crucial moments were scored: those for the
final concept maps (n ¼ 236), and before and after requesting feedback (n ¼ 688, from which 287 unique snapshots
were scored—snapshots that were identical to a snapshot that
was already scored were not scored again).
To identify changes before and after feedback, the most
recent snapshot before receiving feedback was compared with
the next available snapshot at least 30 seconds and at most 90
seconds after having received feedback. These boundaries
were set to ensure that any changes were likely made as a
result of the feedback, and so that students had some time to
actually implement the feedback. Simply taking the next available snapshot would have included partial responses to the
feedback (e.g., moving a concept before adding a new proposition). If no snapshot existed within these boundaries, the student was assumed not to have reacted to the feedback.
1) Can the Automated Tool Accurately Assess the Overall
Quality of a Concept Map?: The quality score generated by
the automated tool is meant to provide an indication of concept map quality, but is based in large part on graph-theoretical indicators that represent the mathematical structure of a
concept map, not the mental model it represents. In order to
assess to what extent the abstract “black box” overall quality
score corresponds with expert impressions, concept maps
were scored by experts on a 1–10 scale.
In addition, to provide some context for the indicators
underlying the quality score, concept maps were also scored
by experts on their comprehensiveness and correctness
(Table III). The number of concepts and propositions required
for weak, average, and strong codes using these criteria was
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determined based on teacher input and discussions between
coders during iterative coding of early results. There reference
maps used in both domains were crafted to use the same number of concepts and propositions and the same coding scheme
was used for both domains.
The association between expert and automated scores was
determined using Pearson’s r. Associations between expert
assessments of the completeness and correctness and automated scores was determined using Spearman’s r.
2) Can the Automated Tool Accurately Identify Individual
Shortcomings?: The accuracy of identifying shortcomings
was established based on simple agreement between the automated parser and human coders. The parser often identified
dozens of shortcomings each time a change was made to the
concept map, leading to thousands of identified shortcomings
for each student. Students were only presented with feedback
for the shortcoming with the highest priority and weight whenever they requested feedback, and thus were only exposed to a
tiny fraction of the total number of identified shortcomings.
Only those shortcomings that were the basis of feedback presented to the student were considered in the reliability analysis. This set by definition only includes shortcomings
identified by the parser, and omits any “true” shortcomings
that were not identified by the parser. Consequently, the outcome measure here is a simple agreement rate.
3) Can the Automated Tool Provide Accurate Feedback?:
The accuracy of feedback was determined based on human
coders’ assessments, scoring each feedback prompt presented
to students as correct or incorrect. Note that by only looking at
shortcomings identified by the parser, it is not possible to
obtain a false negative rate. Consequently, the outcome measure here is a simple agreement rate.
4) Can the Automated Tool Provide Helpful Feedback?:
Even though feedback is technically accurate, that does not
necessarily mean that it is helpful. Feedback helpfulness was
determined by human coders scoring each feedback prompt as
helpful or not helpful, where helpful feedback is defined as
feedback that would make a concept map meaningfully better
if acted upon. As above, the outcome measure is a simple
agreement rate.
5) How Often Do Students Request Feedback?: The number of feedback requests was determined by the number of times
a student opened the feedback dialog by clicking on the avatar.
Feedback requests in the first 30 seconds of opening the tool
were dismissed as exploration of the tool by students, as were
feedback requests made after students had already completed
their conclusion. The outcome measure is then the number of
feedback requests made while students were, presumably, meaningfully engaged with the concept mapping tool.
6) Do Students Respond to the Feedback They Are
Given?: Students’ responses to receiving feedback were coded
by comparing their concept map at the time of requesting feedback, to the first snapshot taken at least 30 seconds and at most
one minute later. If a change was made that affected the concepts
and/or propositions mentioned in the feedback, it was coded as
having acted as a result of that feedback. As with criteria one
through five, the outcome measure is a simple agreement rate.

TABLE IV
CODING CRITERIA FOR EXPERIMENTATION AND CONCLUSION

7) Does Automated Feedback on Concept Maps Improve
the Quality of Concept Maps?: The effect of the presence of
the automated feedback tool on concept map quality was
determined by comparing the grades given by human coders
to the final concept maps of students in the control and experimental groups. Given that a large proportion of the experimental group did not request (or therefore use) feedback, two
further contrast analyses were done. First, to investigate the
effect of using feedback, students who used feedback were
contrasted with students who did not use feedback (those in
both the control and experimental conditions). Second, students in the experimental condition who did not use feedback
were contrasted with students in the control condition (who
could not use feedback). If there was a significant difference
between these groups, which would indicate that there was a
confounding variable that might explain why these students
did not use feedback. Perhaps students who chose not to use
feedback were simply less able than their peers.
To assess the effectiveness of feedback based on individual
criteria, we compared the automatically generated quality
score before and after receiving feedback based on each criterion. A multilevel model was used to model the difference in
quality of concept maps before and after receiving feedback.
Class and domain were included as random effects to account
for interclass correlation effects. Students’ gender, age, and
grade for the domain were controlled for by including them as
fixed effects. Marginal means were then estimated to give an
overview of the effectiveness of each criterion.
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TABLE V
LINEAR REGRESSION OF UNDERSTANDING SCORES ON AUTOMATED QUALITY
CRITERIA INDIVIDUALLY, AND AGGREGATED QUALITY SCORE

Regression coefficients for a full and aggregated model. b indicates unstandardized regression weights. A 95% confidence interval for the coefficients is
given between brackets. r represents the zero-order correlation of the predictor
with understanding scores, R2 the proportion of variance in understanding
scores explained by the model. Significant results are marked  if p < 0:05,
and  if p < 0:01.

8) Does Automated Feedback on Concept Maps Improve
the Quality of Hypotheses?: Hypothesis quality was determined with the criteria described in [35], using a newly created grammar for each of the two domains involved [37]. As
above, quality of hypotheses was compared between the control and experimental groups, and further contrasts were made
between students who used feedback and those who did not,
and between students who did not use feedback when it was
available to them, and those for whom feedback was not available. A binomial multilevel model was used to model the syntactic correctness of hypotheses, with class and domain as
random effects and gender, age, and grade as fixed effects.
9) Does Automated Feedback on Concept Maps Improve
the Quality of Experimentation?: The quality of observations
and measurements made during experimentation was determined using the criteria described in Table IV. These criteria
were again compared between the control and experimental
groups, as well as contrasts for the (lack of) use of feedback.
An ordinal multilevel model was used to model the quality of
observations and measurements. A multinomial multilevel
model was used to assess students’ interpretations. In both
cases, class and domain were added as random effects, and
gender, age, and grade as fixed effects.
III. RESULTS
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TABLE VI
COUNT AND PROPORTION CORRECT, HELPFUL, FOLLOWED,
AND IMPROVED FOR EACH FEEDBACK TYPE

scores, but it was based on the relatively small sample of snapshots that were manually scored.
To incorporate information from all 13 268 concept map
snapshots, PCA was performed on the five indicators provided
by the automated quality assessment. The PCA revealed that a
single underlying component explained 58% of the variance
present in the indicator scores across all snapshots. Using the
loadings on this component (0.51, 0.4, 0.46, 0.42, and 0.44 for
the loose deep structure, strict deep structure, matching structure, density of propositions, and density of concepts criteria,
respectively), a single aggregated quality score was calculated.
As shown in the bottom part of Table V, this aggregated
quality score had a strong and significant correlation (Pearson’s
r ¼ 0:78) with the understanding grades given by human
experts. There was also a significant correlation between overall quality score and experts’ assessments of comprehensiveness (Spearman’s r ¼ 0:76) and correctness (r ¼ 0:75).
B. Accuracy of Identified Individual Shortcomings
In total, 83% of feedback prompts were considered accurate
by human coders, who reached 89% agreement, with a
Cohen’s k of 0.47. For most of the nine criteria used
(Table II), human coders agreed with the algorithm when it
detected a shortcoming (see the “Correct” column in
Table VI). The main exceptions are the reversed and shortcut
proposition criteria, where human coders agreed with the algorithm 47% and 20% of the time, respectively.

A. Overall Quality of Feedback
A subset of 57 concept maps was scored by an additional
expert. Experts reached an agreement of 93% (Cohen’s k ¼
0.88) on the comprehensiveness criterion, and 74% (k ¼ 0.56)
on the correctness criterion. There was a strong correlation
(Pearson’s r ¼ 0:89) between the grades given for the understanding criterion by both experts.
Table V shows the outcomes of fitting a linear regression
model to predict understanding scores by the five indicators
provided by the automated quality assessment. This model
was able to explain 68% of the variability in understanding

C. Helpfulness of Feedback Prompts
Overall, 82% of feedback prompts were considered helpful
by human coders, who had 84% agreement (Cohen’s
k ¼ 0:52). As might be expected, feedback that was incorrect was almost never considered helpful.
D. Quantity of Student Feedback Requests
Of the 144 students able to request feedback, 92 (64%)
requested feedback at least once and 66 (46%) requested
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feedback multiple times. In total, 308 requests for feedback
were made.
E. Student Responses to Feedback
In a total of 134 cases (44%), students were judged to have
made a change to their concept map after receiving feedback.
Coders reached 83% agreement with a Cohen’s k of 0.65.
Students’ responses seem to be at least in part related to the
correctness and helpfulness of the feedback received. When
feedback was accurate, it was overwhelmingly coded as helpful, and when feedback was inaccurate, it was coded as
unhelpful. When feedback was helpful, students made changes
to their concept maps in 45% of cases. However, unhelpful,
and incorrect feedback still encouraged students to make
changes to their concept map in 37% of cases. In particular,
this was the case for the reversed-proposition and superfluousconcept criteria, where 50% of the unhelpful feedback still led
students to respond.
F. Effect of Feedback on Concept Map Quality
There was no statistically significant difference between
experimental and control conditions in a multilevel model for
overall quality scores of students’ final concept maps (
bcondition ¼  0:07; S Eb ¼ 0:04; CI ¼ ½0:15; 0:02; p
¼ 0:135). Furthermore, neither the difference between students who used feedback and those who did not
(bfeedbackUsed ¼  0:09; S Eb ¼ 0:06; CI ¼ ½0:20: 02;
p ¼ 0:125) nor that between students who did not have feedback available and those that had feedback available but did
not use it (bfeedbackAvailable ¼  0:05; S Eb ¼ 0:05; CI ¼
½0:15; 0:04; p ¼ 0:284) was significant.
Human experts judged improvements to have been made
after 39% of feedback prompts. Improvements followed a pattern similar to students’ responses, with helpful and unhelpful
feedback leading to improvements being made in 41% and
33% of cases, respectively. Feedback based on the concept
density criterion led to the concept map being improved in
48% of cases, whereas that based on the shortcut and superfluous concept criteria only led to improvements in 20% and
24% of cases, respectively. Incorrect feedback based on the
reversed proposition or superfluous concept criteria led to
improvements being made more often (47%) than correct
feedback based on these criteria (16%).
When comparing quality scores directly before and shortly
after feedback based on the different criteria, only the missing
concept criterion led to a significant change in quality, which
increased by 0.05 to 0.13 after each feedback prompt. Fig. 2
shows the estimated marginal means for quality gain for each
criterion. The horizontal bar represents a 95% confidence
interval, and the grey dots mark the underlying data.
G. Effect of Feedback on Hypothesis Quality
The quality of hypotheses was scored using an automated
tool developed in previous research [35]. Neither the effect of
being in the experimental group (bcondition ¼  0:09;

Fig. 2. Estimated marginal mean quality gain for concept maps after receiving feedback, per criterion.

S Eb ¼ 0:3; C IOR ¼ ½0:51; 1:64; p ¼ 0:767), nor that of
using feedback (bfeedbackUse ¼  0:14; S Eb ¼
0:4;
C IOR ¼ ½0:41:91; p ¼ 0:734) was significant. We found
no effect of concept map quality on the quality of hypotheses
(bCMquality ¼  0:16; S Eb ¼ 0:48; C IOR ¼ ½0:33; 2:17;
p ¼ 0:733).
H. Effect of Feedback on Experimentation
We found no significant effect of experimental condition,
feedback use or concept map quality on the quality of observation, accuracy of measurement and validity of interpretations.
Students in the highest level of education did perform significantly better than their peers in lower levels of education on
the observation (bVWO ¼ 3:56; S Eb ¼ 1:61; C IOR ¼
½1:51821:41; p ¼ 0:027) and interpretation (bVWO ¼
2:88; S Eb ¼ 1:27; C IOR ¼ ½1:47213:87; p ¼ 0:023) criteria, but educational level was not associated with the accuracy of measurements.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We set out to help students create better concept maps, with
the assumption that students who created better concept maps
would have a clearer overview of the domain, and therefore
be better able to conduct inquiries independently. We created
an automated tool that can parse concept maps, assess their
quality, find individual shortcomings, and provide feedback to
students.
We answered three main questions, centered on the validity
of automated quality scores, the quality of feedback, and the
effectiveness of providing feedback for the quality of students’
inquiry process. We performed an experiment in which students were assigned to two conditions: two thirds were
assigned to the experimental condition, with the opportunity
to ask for automated feedback; the remaining third was
assigned to the control condition where there was no automated feedback available. We expected about half of the students in the experimental condition to use the feedback,
leading to three groups: control, experimental with feedback
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use, and experimental without feedback use. Roughly half of
the students in the experimental condition used the automated
feedback during their inquiry, forming three roughly equal
groups aligned with our expectation.
Using PCA, we found that a single component explained
about half of the variance in the individual quality criteria calculated by the automated tool. This quality component was
highly correlated with grades given by human coders, over the
entire process of creating concept maps. This gives strong evidence that the tool presented here could be a valuable addition
to student models and/or teacher dashboards.
The comparison between machine and human assessments
was made to validate the automated products, as well as to
seek meaning in those assessments. We did not expect to find
perfect correlations between human and machine measures, as
they may take somewhat different approaches toward understanding a concept map. We were therefore less interested in
the specific scores obtained, and more interested in the rankings of scores. If both human and automated assessment can
reliably identify lower quality concept maps, that would allow
tutors (whether they are human or automated) to focus their
attention where it is most needed.
This information can be part of dashboards providing overviews of students’ activities and products. Overview studies
[38] have shown that these dashboards often display many
indicators, but often at a more superficial level (e.g., screen
activities) and, for that reason, use of the dashboards in practice is relatively low (e.g., [39]). A very recent overview study
of research on learning analytics dashboards [40] established
this conclusion: learning dashboards have thus far been
reported to have low impact. Interviews with users confirmed
this low usage and indicated that users expect a more detailed,
cognitive assessment of the learning process to be displayed
[41], in which the concept map quality indicator we have
developed here could be included.
For the detailed diagnosis of the concept maps, the overwhelming majority (83%) of shortcomings in students’ maps
identified by the automated tool were confirmed by human
coders. This level of accuracy is comparable to that reported
by other automated tools [21]. The only exceptions were the
reversed proposition and shortcut criteria. The low accuracy
of the reversed proposition criterion can be explained by the
fact that with an appropriate change of label, any proposition
in a concept map can be reversed. The shortcut criterion was
meant to detect missing intermediate concepts in a proposition, but did not function as expected. With the data collected
here, this criterion could be improved for future work.
Incorrect or unhelpful feedback may have had a negative
effect on students’ willingness to incorporate feedback and
request further feedback. This is particularly true for the
reversed proposition and shortcut criteria, which produced
feedback that was incorrect more often than it was correct.
However, we also found that even when students received
incorrect and/or unhelpful feedback, they occasionally still
made changes to their concept maps. When coding, we noticed
that in these cases, students often clarified their point of view
by improving the labels for relations, and/or moving concepts
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so that they had a more logical structure. This may also
explain why incorrect feedback sometimes still led to
improvements being made.
Fig. 3 shows two examples of feedback events, with the
students’ initial concept map and the feedback presented in
the left panels, and their concept map 30 seconds to one minute later in the right two panels. The top panels show feedback
that was both correct and helpful, and to which the student
responded by adding the suggested proposition. The bottom
two panels show an incorrect feedback prompt, suggesting
that the student add “glucose” to an existing proposition.
While the prompt itself was incorrect, the student did make
changes related to the prompt that improved the overall quality of the concept map.
We often found that students added all relevant concepts to
their concept maps at the start of creating the concept map.
This behavior was seen in students in both experimental conditions. We suspect that a scaffolding function in the concept
mapping tool is responsible, whereby students get a list of suggested concepts to add whenever they add a concept. Given
that this scaffold appears to be quite effective and was present
in both experimental conditions, it most probably reduced the
effectiveness of feedback based on the concept density quality
criterion. Indeed, a ceiling effect is clearly visible for scores
on this criterion, with almost two-thirds of students obtaining
a perfect score. This ceiling effect disappears when we look at
the combined score based on all five quality criteria. Use of
this concept-adding scaffold may also partly explain the quality gain following feedback based on the concept density criterion shown in Fig. 2. It is possible that the gains we detected
are because feedback on this criterion was typically given
early in the concept map creation process when students were
more likely to subsequently make improvements to their concept maps. For future research, interesting avenues concern
the differential effects of scaffolding, feedback, and the use
of nudging techniques [42] for students with different
backgrounds.
Although students used the tool, and the tool was able to
give accurate quality scores, accurately identified shortcomings, and provided helpful feedback, we were unable to detect
any effect of the availability or the use of feedback on any subsequent inquiry activities—concept map quality, hypothesis
quality or the quality of experimental designs. We also found
no relation between concept map quality and the quality of
hypotheses or experimental designs, products developed later
in the inquiry cycle. Given the overwhelming amount of evidence to support the efficacy of inquiry learning, we suspect
that a single session of 45–50 mins was simply not enough
time for a measurable effect on the inquiry process to occur.
In studies in which the learning time was considerably longer
(e.g., 12 hours, see [43]), an effect on learning was found from
providing students with automated feedback on a concept
map. Our study also has some limitations. A practical limitation of our study that we noticed concerned cooperation
between students. While we made efforts to limit students’
cooperating, placing them in “exam conditions” was not
always feasible, for example, because classes took place in a
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Fig. 3. Two examples of feedback events triggering a student response. (a) Suggestion to add a proposition between two concepts. (b) Student response adding
the suggested proposition, as well as another relevant proposition. (c) Erroneous feedback suggesting an intermediate concept. (d) Student responds by adding
the suggested concept, as part of aa different correct proposition. When referring to a specific concept or proposition, the avatar will be positioned such that her
pointer indicates the target of the feedback. The concepts in the top two concept maps were colored orange by the student. Screenshots were taken in the teacher
interface, which adds highlighting around the concepts and propositions targeted by the feedback. This highlighting was not present for students.

physics classroom with fixed table positions. Students were
instructed—and if necessary reminded—to work individually.
Nevertheless, evidence of cooperation was visible both in the
classroom and in the logs of actions taken. For example, two
students in the control group seemed to change their concept
map in a manner that was very similar to suggestions in the
feedback they would have received from the automated tool.
On closer inspection, it appears they had almost identical
results to a peer assigned to the experimental group; the likely
conclusion is that they worked together, using the feedback
made available to the peer in the experimental condition.
A second limitation was that approximately half the students in the experimental group did not use feedback when it

was available to them. This number is comparable to what has
been reported in other studies (e.g., [44]). We chose to analyze
these students as a separate group, but this group was selfselected. While we did not find any evidence that students
who used feedback were meaningfully different from students
who did not, self-selection may undermine the validity of that
aspect of the experiment. However, the alternative would be
to somehow force all students in the experimental group to
use feedback. We felt this would create an experimental setup
that would be incompatible with the practice of inquiry learning, where students are encouraged to perform largely selfguided inquiries. The third limitation is that feedback is constrained by a single reference map for each domain. Valid
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Fig. 4. Authoring view of activating automated feedback on concept maps in
the Go-Lab ecosystem.

alternative explanations or approaches to modeling a domain
are regarded as wrong by the algorithm, as is additional information. Students who add concepts and propositions covering
alternative interpretations or additional topics that are correct
but not represented in the reference map are presented with
feedback that encourages the removal of this extra information. This may be criticized, as a concept map is meant for students to freely express their knowledge and there may even be
different expert views on the same domain. However, we do
have good reasons to follow this approach. First of all, as indicated in the introduction, we used this type of feedback
because it is a practical and portable approach, which we have
already actually implemented in the current version of the
concept mapper app of the Go-Lab ecosystem, based on the
prototype evaluated in this article. In this app, teachers can
draw their own expert concept map and choose an avatar,
which is all they need to do to make the automatic feedback
work (see Fig. 4). Second, in order to respect students’ choice
to make their own concept map, the feedback given in this
study has a nondirective character, most of the time asking
students to make additions to the concept map on their own
(see Table II). A third consideration is that it is very common
to base feedback on expert information. In a very recent overview, Deeva et al. [26] analyzed 109 automated feedback systems, distinguishing data-driven and expert-driven feedback
generation models, and found that almost half of the existing
systems were expert based, 32% were data driven, and 19%
combined both approaches. According to these authors, mixed
approaches offer better opportunities than pure expert models.
We agree with that conclusion and see our system as a first
step on that path. Finally, and perhaps most importantly,
empirical studies have shown that expert models may provide
students with a useful structure or feedback, in the context of
creating concept maps as well as in other contexts (e.g., see
[25], [45]–[47]).
The use of a single reference map has important implications for considering what level of reference map to use. The
students taking part in this study were taught the topics with
varying levels of complexity, depending on their educational
level. If we were to use the lowest level scoring rubric for all
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students, we would have to disregard significant portions of
the higher level students’ concept maps as wrong. Using the
highest level scoring, rubric would mean giving low-level students feedback about concepts and propositions they may
have never heard about. In either case, some feedback would
be at best meaningless, and at worst detrimental.
We chose to use a single reference map based on an intermediate-level curriculum for students from all educational
levels. This caused a dilemma when validating the algorithm
for how human coders should score concept maps that
included extra information. We instructed coders to base their
coding on the intermediate-level reference map, and therefore
to disregard extra information. This choice was made for two
reasons: we felt that making coders aware of the students’ educational level might bias their judgements, and using the same
reference map would allow validating the algorithm on equal
terms. The effect of educational level seems to have been
minor; the correlation between scores from the algorithm and
human coders was marginally lower for low-level students
(r ¼ 0:88) and high-level students (r ¼ 0:82) than it was
for intermediate-level students (r ¼ 0:9).
Students of different ability levels benefit most from different types of concept maps, with low-ability students learning
little from complex concept maps [8]–[10]. Given these
results, it may be counterproductive to help students create
concept maps that are (too far) above their ability level. It
would be interesting to see whether, and at what point, additional feedback becomes detrimental. Similarly, we found that
even incorrect or unhelpful feedback can motivate some students to explain their concept map better. Further analysis of
the effect of correct and incorrect feedback on students of different ability levels might be fruitful.
Based on our findings, we theorize that positive feedback, in
which students are encouraged to add information, is more
likely to be beneficial than negative feedback, in which students are encouraged to remove incorrect information. A possible solution would be the use of a relatedness matrix (using
weights for the degree of relation between each pair of concepts) rather than an adjacency matrix (using a binary system
denoting if concepts are connected or not). Such a relatedness
matrix would allow for larger reference maps and more
nuanced feedback. Students creating propositions that are correct but deviate from the reference map would then no longer
receive negative feedback for their creativity. We plan to
investigate this approach further in our future research.
This study was performed with students who were 12–13
years old, but inquiry learning is used from kindergarten to
college and in professional education. Our highly portable
tool would make it possible to directly compare and contrast
the effects of automated feedback for students of different
ages and abilities, which may help bridge gaps in the existing
literature.
We contend that the tool presented here gives ample avenues for future research. It provides an automated, valid, and
accurate measure of concept map quality that can be employed
easily in any domain. We were able to accurately identify a
large number of shortcomings in students’ concept maps, and
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although we were unable to find an effect of feedback on the
quality of concept maps in this study, we are confident that
with improvements to the algorithm and the feedback given,
the tool will be a valuable addition to any inquiry learning
activity.
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